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Introduction

What is the future? Is it a predetermined logistic, a place set in time
and space where everyone arrives at some predestined point? Is it a
specific perspective that people discover along the way while focused
in a present moment? Is it a coordinate that each is headed towards
and will someday pass through? Or is the future something that is
malleable, permeable and changeable depending upon the current
space, time and dimension where you find yourself. These are questions that everyone might do well to explore, and this is particularly
true at a moment when the actual time and dimension in which you
have existed for millennia is collapsing, or more aptly put, evolving, as
the current time and dimension reaches a new vibrational definition.
It is there in that new vibrational frequency that the coming world, a
new dimension and, consequently, a new timeline await you.
In this book, we would like to explore with you the notion of where
you are headed within the context of newly emerging timelines. More
specifically, we wish to explore with you the events of two probable
future time-space scenarios, projected outward and based on the
movement and frequency of the current dimensional timeline’s collapse and regeneration.
The period you are in could be said to be a true fork in the road for
both you and your reality. One direction, or timeline if you please, will
i
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provide for a continued Third Dimensional reality, one that is actually
the evolution of the Second Universal Dimension as it merges with
and becomes the current Third Dimensional space-time you now
know. The other timeline and future will follow the evolution of the
current Third Dimensional timeline as much of what it contains raises
its oscillation and vibrational quality to become the continuation of a
Fifth Dimensional reality.
The direction, or timeline, that each of you will follow shall depend in
large part on your own Soul matrix association, your present level of
growth and consciousness and your ability to hold higher dimensional
frequencies - light energy - when in physical incarnation. As we have
said in the past, Ascension on the part of entities and their associated
Soul matrix is a matter of individual effort and choice, and is not usually
accidental.
True time, not the unit of measurement but the space wave it represents, is a spiral wave of photon energy that could be compared to a
groove or wormhole, which forms the dimensional space that surrounds you and, for the most part, the Solar System (and sometimes
even the Galaxy) of which you are a part. Within it you incarnate and
life is generated.You know this as physical reality. As one universal dimension or wave collapses, it evolves by merging with and becoming
the continuation of the next universal dimension. In the case of a universal dimension, the process is one where an evolving space-time
wave raises (or lowers as the case may be) its resonance to the point
of merging with another space-time wave. In doing so, one Universal
dimension becomes the continuation of the next, and so on and so
forth through the universal structure. Generally, this is known as Ascension.
Those entities that have Ascended in conjunction with this space-time
ii
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focus to the relatively war-untouched Asia Pacific.

Disarray worsened late in the 2020’s, and States began to turn to new
loosely formed American regional alliances to promote their own interests and rights, aligning themselves with other States or areas within
specific regions for economic and political strength. Though the first
introduction of various State currencies backed by independent State
and Regional Central Banks emerged as early as the mid 2020s following the value collapse of the America dollar, which was preceded
by the recession of the late 2010’s and the great US economic collapse
that followed, by the 2030’s only state or regional currencies backed
by real assets were being recognized nationally or internationally. Although many regions and States in this emerging American Union continued to elect Federal “representatives” and discuss national defense,
they had little real focus or authority, and by the end of the 2020’s references to a central Federal government were perfunctory, even nostalgic.
True power was now firmly seated within a handful of powerful economic and political regions that formally had been collectively known
as the United States of America. Where one resided within this collective by the early to mid 2020’s was to become very significant, and
for the most part this is where one would most likely reside not only
through the remainder of the third great world conflict but through
the invasion and occupation of central North America still to come.
This factor had far reaching consequences and was the cause of much
hardship for friends and families separated by the newly emerged
boundaries. Indeed, it would be an understatement to say that life was
growing more and more of a challenge for those people still residing
in States and regions where natural disasters and lawlessness increased
seasonally or where unified economies, assistance, subsidies and legal
68
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protections were no longer to be found. It quickly became evident
that many former US States would be hit hard by the federal unraveling. This was particularly true in areas dominated by individuals still
fighting to preserve their fundamentalist perspective and Service-toSelf orientation, most likely places populated by those very Souls that
would choose further future incarnations in a Third Dimensional-based
reality.
As some former American States, now fractured and disorganized,
bonded together into stronger regional powers, the success of certain
regions, such as the region that constituted the New England States
or the region of the Pacific Coast, predominated and became the economic winners in the fall out that ensued. By the dawn of the 2030’s,
most of these regions had militarized and established regional armies
for their own protection primarily to protect them from newly formed
and ungoverned militias acting almost as outlaw “raiders” emanating
from poverty-stricken North American territories. The poverty, disillusion and lawlessness rampant in these depressed regions, former
States now non-aligned, was made more poignant by the prosperous
regions’ refusal to allow immigration or organize disaster aid of any
kind. Naturally, this caused mounting resentment that would serve as
the seeds for the coming second North American Civil War, not to
mention the foreign invasions that civil disturbance would ultimately
trigger.These so-called peace keeping invasions would serve once and
for all to end the American culture that existed prior to that time.
The second American civil war served as the final coup de grâce for
cohesion and unity on the North American continent, and its impact
was second only to the devastating natural disasters taking place and
the final fall of the US Federal government. As the first Civil War had
done previously, the new civil war pitted brother against brother and
family against family. In doing so it brought about the destruction and
69
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elimination en masse of certain ethnicities, races and other populations
living in certain regions on the North American continent.

Although the nations of Canada and Mexico, still relatively intact as
nation states, attempted to refrain from any connection or involvement, it was incursions by the outlaw, poverty stricken independent
former-US States at this time that would ultimately engulf the entire
North American continent in conflict. While Europe and the Middle
East were still recovering from the nuclear holocaust and devastations
they had experienced, mostly with the aid of Russia and China, much
of the world was at this point disinterested in the former United
States, leaving it to respond to its own devices and karma. However,
the incursions into Mexico and Canada by rogue former US state militias changed attitudes and caused both Asian and Russian populations
to demand assistance for the people of Canada, Mexico and Latin
America. Russian and Chinese interests in Latin and South America
had augmented continually since the beginning of the 2020’s, and thus
political forces in these nations saw the incursions by former American
citizens in those regions as terroristic attacks on their own interests.
Ironically, the offending former US citizens and regions that banded
together into militias and were now raiding Canadian and Mexican territories out of economic necessity, the very same groups that not long
before had been quick to label any group fighting a cause alien to its
own interests as “terrorists,” were now labeled as international terrorist organizations themselves. In addition, both the Chinese and Russians, who only reluctantly aligned to come to the world’s aid during
the great conflict, were still dealing with the sting of that conflict and
many held the former US populace and government representatives
responsible for originally instigating the world war via secret and clandestine government actions in the first place. Now, China and Russia
assumed the role of world police focused on policing rogue regions
70
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of the former US, a position once stubbornly adhered to by the United
States worldwide. The balancing of this particular energetic karmic
debt was obvious to most, and the irony of that situation was not lost
on historians of the time.
It was not until the second Civil War in America was underway however, that Asian and Russian political structures, through incarnations
of the System Lords, began to consider and finally act upon a goal to
successfully colonize parts of former America. Russia had already been
provided with virtual free access to large parts of the devastated European continent, as well as large areas of Turkey, the Middle East and
North Africa. For its part, particularly in light of the disastrous Earth
changes that had occurred in Japan, Taiwan, Korea and the Philippines,
which diminished their regional and world influence almost completely,
China had freely capitalized and economically benefited from its dominance in Pacific Asia, as well as South East Asia,Australia,Africa, Mexico
and, particularly, Latin and South America.
In terms of functioning regions in the former US, for the most part
the country mainland had spilt into the New England regional states,
the Western Coastal region, the Texas union, and the Chicago-led
upper mid-western territories. States or areas found outside of these
newly formed regional territories were considered lost (due to the
overwhelming natural or manmade disasters that had befallen them,
particularly in the western, mid-western and southern portions of the
country) or ungovernable. For the most part it was these areas that
were mainly responsible for the activity called the second American
Civil War and they would also be the areas where the conflict and
challenges raged most intensely. While the New England and West
Coast regions were economically, politically and militarily savvy enough
via foreign alliances and associations to fend off regional or foreign invasion and remain independent, it soon became clear by the mid 2030’s
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into the 2040’s that other areas would not be as lucky. Indeed, many
US territories were ripe for the taking, as both the Chicago and Texas
unions would soon discover.
By the year 2075 any resemblance that may have existed up until then
to the United States of the late 20th Century was virtually non-existent. However, before we continue our discussion of the fate of former US regions, let us first take a look at the emergence of the
Eurasian Enlightenment, a time of historical importance that emerged
on the Third Dimensional timeline in the mid to late 21st Century.
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Fifth Dimensional Technologies & Lifestyles

Technology on Fifth Dimensional Terra is far from lacking. However, it
is not technology in a sense that you, in your current time and space,
would understand or perhaps even appreciate. As an example, there
is little to no need for artificial repositories of information such as the
Internet and the only communication devices used are those that augment and expand innate natural telepathic abilities. In a world where
telepathy is the single most important skill or sense one has, and where
students are taught how to tune into energetic banks of mass consciousness and universal information, a far different notion of knowledge and wisdom is possible. On Terra, intrinsic wisdom derived from
superior telepathic ability is by far the premier attribute of one’s intelligence. In other words, wisdom, as the preeminent component of
one’s intuitive ability, begets greater intuition and foresight, which are
considered the most valuable achievements a student can obtain.
In many ways, the technologies currently being discovered and used
on Third Dimensional Earth serve as artificial tools fostering familiarity
with technique as well as a precursor to what will be genetically inherent and strived for during incarnations on Fifth Dimensional Terra.
Many reading this might assume from that technology on Fifth Dimensional Terra is more or less the same as what will ultimately exist on
future Third Dimensional Earth. This is not the case, and Third Dimensional Human attributes will not suddenly be on par with inherent
Fifth Dimensional genetic abilities or time-space physics. However,
there is a certain significance found in the fact that those Ascended
Human Angelics who have graduated to Fifth Dimensional reality will
at the least have familiarity with many of the principals that are inherent in the nature of Fifth Density life as a result of the currently
reemerging technologies being employed on Third Dimensional Earth.
284
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That however, is where similarities end. As we have said, Fifth Dimensional Terra has been in existence simultaneously with Third Dimensional Earth for eons of time, and the current Terran civilization is
better recognized and known throughout the Galaxy than the current
Third Dimensional Earth civilization, which in the scheme of things has
a very short and inconsequential existence.
Of course, we do not wish to discount the ancient technologically advanced civilizations of Earth that existed for hundreds of thousands
of years before the modern era, such as those known as Atlantis, or
the civilization of Lemuria on the continent of Mu, as examples. We
are discussing here Earth’s modern era, which most consider to have
begun approximately 10,000 years ago, if not later.
Advanced technology does exist on Terra, particularly as it regards sacred geometry, dimensional physics and universal physical structure,
all of which far surpass anything today’s Third Dimensional Earth scholars even dream of discovering. It is the Terrans that will enable Human
Angelics to enter into and cooperate with a Galactic family in ways
that currently are only hinted at in limited manner in your current science fiction and metaphysical understanding.
Terrans have long understood the ways in which their world is part of
a greater galaxy and Universe. They further understand that the galaxies and solar systems are all traveling through space and time in a dimensional fold, each with significant populations and Beings existing
not only at different ends of the Universe but also intertwined and dimensionally overlapped. Terrans are vaguely aware of Third Dimensional Earth and its civilizations in much the same way you are vaguely
aware that there are other cultures and people on different sides of
the planet from you that you are not familiar with and with whom you
have little to no concern. For instance, you might assume there is a
285
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small band of nomads somewhere in Mongolia, but you probably can
not picture their location, their faces, their numbers, their flocks or
their tents, and probably you have no real need to know more than
the fact that they are out there somewhere (we are not speaking here
of the scholars in certain fields who make such peoples or things the
focus of their pursuit, but everyday people in your world).
The truth be told, Terrans find the limited and primitive vibrational
sensations associated with lower dimensions to be dull (in the sense
of muted) and uninteresting, and thanks to natural dimensional divides
are not much interested in exploring these further.Think of this in the
same way you might think of the life of the ant population or of a
forest in some distant region not related to you. Although you might
take an interest from afar and despite the fact that there are some
who would seek to know more about these creatures, you probably
have little or no desire to become a tree or an ant in a particular forest
that is unknown to you in order to do so. More importantly it certainly
is not possible for you to live among them -- as one of them -- to experience their lives.

Technologically and culturally, Terrans do not have a need for many of
the things you think of as fundamental to existence in your world that
you strive to achieve. A primary part of the social makeup of Third
Dimensional Earth incarnations is each individual’s need to meet basic
requirements for survival. Originally, Source and incarnated Souls intended the survival mechanism to serve as a biological protective device as well as a means of creating additional opportunities for entity
growth. This would be a natural byproduct of the need to work in relationship with others to survive, thereby creating familial, communal
and other structures that would ensure interaction with each other
and provide situations and scenarios for energetic exchange (karma),
286
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Soul growth and development.

However, in your modern societies on Earth over the past 10,000
years, this biological mechanism was hijacked and placed on steroids,
morphing into the solitary and difficult struggle to survive that you
currently see in effect today. Such social systems become heavily
skewed towards self-preservation, and the constant need to ensure
that fundamental basics are met means that all other pursuits, spiritual
or otherwise, must take a back seat. We would suggest that such systems were not naturally evolved but invented for this precise reason
as a population and crowd control mechanism, and again would hint
towards those leaders of the systems that have affiliations or are directly incarnated from alien Soul populations. Any group overly concerned with day-to-day survival, triggering a biological survival
mechanism placed on highest alert, has little time or ability to pursue
spiritual or other developmental exercises that are not survival oriented, socially functional or procedurally (dogma) based.
The hijacked biological system found on Third Dimensional Earth is
not only unknown on Fifth Dimensional Terra, it would be ineffective
and such conditioning would be frowned upon. We would go as far as
to say that certain circles on Terra would laugh at or find absurd any
structure, social or otherwise, that allowed want or disparity between
individuals or segments of the population. Terrans do not believe in
or perceive distinctions such as class, race, economic status or any social distinction other than the difference in levels of one’s consciousness, ability to master emotions and thought processes and intuitive
abilities.These considerations are thought to bring wisdom, peace and
satisfaction, and they not only form the basis of successfully achieving
personal and societal goals, they are the foundation of Terran thought
and social structure.
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